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Optical injection locking of integrated ring lasers
promises to be a key technology of the future, but it is
still lacking experimental verification. In this paper we
present two monolithically integrated photonic circuits
that experimentally realize Optically injection locking
of ring lasers. The presented circuits pave the way for
future application in Quantum Key Distribution and
coherent communication.
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1. INTRODUCTION4

In recent years the discussion regarding communication security5

has taken a central role as the importance of telecommunication6

grows. Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) promises to solve the7

problem of security in communication, an issue which is given8

more significance with the advent of quantum computers[1].9

At the same time, due to ever increasing demands on data trans-10

mission there has been growing interest in Optical Injection11

Locking (OIL) of lasers[2]. Using this technique it is possible to12

increase the modulation bandwidth of a laser up to 100GHz[3].13

The bandwidth of transmitters can be increased by multiplexing14

a large number of channels however, this is not scalable using15

bulk optics. Photonic Integrated Circuits (PICs), consist of a16

large number of optical components integrated on a single chip,17

are a key technology to overcome this limitation [4].18

QKD transmitters have been realized in both Indium Phosphide19

and Silicon showing the advantage of integration in terms of20

stability and miniaturization of single channels. The work of21

Sibson et al [5] reports on the integration of a QKD transmitter22

without the use of modulators and based on an OIL technique23

first demonstrated in [6]. In this paper we report the first exper-24

imental realization OIL of monolithically integrated ring laser25

systems. An extensive study of this kind of system has been26

reported before but no experimental realization has been show27

yet [7–9].28

In this work we show two different circuits designed for two29

different applications. The first circuit is consist of a Distributed30

Feedback (DFB) Laser is OIL to a ring laser. This system is31

intended for mainly QKD purposes. Coherent communication32

is also possible however, the modulation scheme would be too33

complex[10].34

Our second circuit is realized using 2 ring lasers that are feed35

using a Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) laser. This circuit has36

been designed to be a coherent communication transmitter and37

thus be able to modulate both the ring lasers simultaneously.38

With respect to the circuit presented by Paraiso et all [10], the39

use of ring lasers instead of DFB lasers carries some significant40

advantages.41

Firstly, the ring lasers don’t need to be tuned like in the case of42

single mode lasers. And secondly, when OIL a ring laser we43

ensure the unidirectional emission from it. Consequently, there44

are no reflections from the slave laser to the master laser, like in45

the DFB case [3].46

47

2. CIRCUIT DESIGN48

The first circuit is presented in figure 1. In this circuit we use a49

simple DFB laser to inject a ring laser. The notation for the ring50

lasers follows the one used for the mask design, consequently in51

the ring laser of circuit one is labelled as ’ring 3’. The simplicity52

of this circuit is its main advantage with respect to other QKD cir-53

cuits. In the schematics of this section we have omitted the MMI54

blocks and the photodiodes used to monitor the state of the laser.55

56

Fig. 1. This schematic represent the first design of OIL ring
laser. The ring laser is injected using a DFB laser.

We used a standard DFB laser designed to emit at 1550nm,57
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the left output of it is terminated using a photodiode. This58

photodiode will be used to characterize the DFB laser emitted59

power.60

On the ring we have used custom MMI blocks, they are61

designed to split power unequally, 85% on the cross state and62

15% on the bar. We have chosen this particular ratio to reduce63

the losses inside the ring and have a shorter gain section. The64

MMI used in the rings are all 2x2 and the additional port is65

terminated using a photodiode. The photodiodes inside the ring66

can be used to monitor both the clockwise directed power and67

the counter-clockwise. The SOA section is 400µm long and it68

has been connected using RF lines in order to be able to drive69

the ring laser to higher frequencies and verify the modulation70

bandwidth enhancement due to OIL. A spot size converter is71

placed at the output of the circuit to minimize the losses when72

coupling to fiber.73

74

The second circuit is schematized in figure 2.75

In this case we decided to exploit the two outputs of a DBR laser76

to OIL two ring lasers. The output of the two rings are then77

combined to a single output. This schematic can be used for78

both QKD and Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK).79

The main advantage with respect to the first circuit is the pos-80

sibility to use the modulation of the rings for encoding the bits81

of the QPSK scheme. We have added a phase modulator in the82

output of one of the ring laser in order to have the π/2 phase83

shift for QPSK. This additional phase modulation section is con-84

stituted by an thermo-optical phase modulator of length 450µm.85

This length is sufficient to ensure the π/2 phase difference be-86

tween the two rings. The modulation bandwidth is enhanced by87

the OIL since we are going to modulate the two slave lasers and88

not the master laser.89

The ring lasers used for the two circuits are identical in dimen-90

sions and components used. The constituents components of91

the DBR laser have lengths of: 30µm DBR mirrors, 400µm SOA92

and 200µm phase modulation section.93

Fig. 2. This schematic represents the second design of OIL ring
laser. The two ring lasers are injected using a DBR laser.

The circuits presented in this letter are fitted in an MPW cell94

of dimensions 8mm x 2mm, highlighting the small footprint of95

both of them respect to traditional modulator based circuits.96

3. MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION97

In the following section we are going to present the experimental98

results on the basic functionalities of the circuit.99

A. DFB and single ring circuit100

When analyzing the emission of the DFB laser it became101

immediately evident that there had been some problem in102

the fabrication. In fact, the threshold is above 60mA against103

Fig. 3. Photo of the realized circuit under a microscope. We
can clearly see the metal tracks for electrical connection and
the waveguides below them.

the 25mA expected from the design manual. This has been104

confirmed from the fabrication report and in general we can105

observe a lot of variability in the behaviour of this component.106

We have measured other DFB laser fabricated in the same run107

and the threshold current ranges from 44mA to 60mA with108

maximum emitted power above 1mW only in one case.109

110

To estimate the MMI performances we drove the DFB at111

80mA, resulting in a current at the photodiode terminating the112

laser of −80µA whereas, the photodiode in the cross port of the113

MMI registered −60µA. Both the photodiodes were biased at114

−2V during the measurement.115

Assuming a 1dB loss for this kind of component we reach the116

result that the splitting ratio of the MMI is 83% for the cross port117

and 17% for the through port. This ratio is close to the designed118

ratio of 85 − 15.119

Fig. 4. Emission spectra of the ring 3 as measured in the lab.
The single emission peak is due to cross-gain saturation and
to fabrication defects. We can notice the frequency comb in the
low power regime.

Before we discuss the OIL of the ring laser we have to120

address it’s free running properties. Figure 4 reports the121

experimental spectrum recorded by coupling a fiber to the122

chip and driving the ring3 SOA at 100mA. We can notice that123

in this case the laser is single mode with lots of small peaks124

representing the cavity resonances. The laser emission is not125

stable and tends to jump and side modes appear and disappear126

following non-predictable fluctuations. This is due to the127

intrinsic multi-mode nature of the laser.128

129
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The next step of the experimental analysis is to verify the OIL130

of the system.131

Figure 5 reports the resulting spectra from optical injection of the132

ring laser. The spectra is obtained applying a current of 100mA133

to the ring3 SOA and 97mA to the DFB. The result proves the134

OIL, since we do not see any other peak and the main peak is135

shifted respect to figure 4. Comparing the two figures we can136

also observe that the secondary peak seen in figure 5 at 1545nm137

disappears.138

Fig. 5. Spectrum of the ring3 laser at 100mA when it is injected
with the DFB at 97mA. We can notice the shift in wavelength
with respect to figure 4 that is due to the optical injection of
the DFB.

139

An additional proof of OIL is obtained by comparing the pho-140

todiodes recorded power. In fact, the optical injection of a ring141

laser ensures the unidirectionality of the light inside the cavity,142

completely suppressing the CW mode. In this case, we have143

measured the current at the photodiode in the CW direction and144

turned on and off the DFB laser. Without DFB laser injection the145

ring laser is bidirectional: the current on the CW photodiode146

is −0.160mA. When the DFB laser is turned on at 97mA, the147

current measured on the CW photodiode is −0.002mA, demon-148

strating the high suppression of the CW light and the successful149

OIL.150

B. DBR and double ring circuit151

We will start our analysis from ring2, this ring is identical152

to ring1 and really similar to ring3 analyzed in the previous153

section. The main difference with ring3 is the presence, in ring1154

and ring2, of the feedback of the DBR mirror of the master laser.155

This changes the behaviour of the ring, giving it a preferred156

lasing direction.157

158

The spectrum of Ring2 is presented in figure 6.159

Similarly, to the previous ring laser we notice a single peak. This160

can be account by small reflections due to fabrication defects161

can lead to different cavity length and ultimately to single mode162

lasing. A second effect not taken into account is the cross-gain163

saturation effect that tends to make only a single wavelength164

lase.165

It is typical of a multimode laser to change lasing frequency166

based on small changes in temperature and conditions of the167

cavity, leading to a highly unstable emission.168

Fig. 6. Emission spectra measured at 60mA current injection
on the ring2 SOA. As in the previous case the ring exhibits
single mode operation due to small imperfections in the fabri-
cation and cross-gain saturation.

The design of the DBR laser was focused on having a high169

power output sacrificing the single mode emission. In fact, we170

will use the OIL not only for isolating a single frequency of the171

slave laser but also to isolate a single frequency of the master172

laser. The challenging part will then be to lock both ring1 and173

ring2 laser to the same master frequency.174

175

We can now discuss the OIL scheme. We first prove the176

locking with only one of the rings.177

Figure 7 shows the output of ring1 laser when injected with the178

DBR laser.179

The laser emission is single mode with a side-mode suppression180

ratio of 45dB demonstrating the locking of the two lasers. In181

fact, we do not see the multimode emission of the DBR laser nor182

any sign of the multimode of the ring laser. This shows that this183

system can be used for OIL effectively.184

Like in the case of the DFB and ring3 the current applied to the185

SOA is critical and influences the locking mechanism, but we186

can find multiple combinations of currents that achieve OIL.187

This system is already capable of QKD like the previous one,188

but we also want to test if we are able to lock both ring1 and189

ring2 to the same DBR laser mode at the same time.190

191

When the ring2 laser is activated we notice that there is a192

series of other peaks in addition to the peak from ring1 in the193

spectrum. We have varied the current applied to the different194

lasers in order to get to stable locking of both ring lasers, but195

the best results so far has been not convincing. These results are196

clearly not usable for QPSK since for this application we need a197

single wavelength. The main question raising from this plot is198

why the injection doesn’t work for both rings ?199

As a final test we have decided to vary the phase modulator200

in the DBR laser in order to check the influence of it in the lock-201

ing of the lasers.202

We have decided to drive the rings at the same current of 80mA203

and only vary current applied to the DBR laser SOA section and204

phase section. The best recorded spectra is visible in figure 8,205
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Fig. 7. Emission spectra of ring1 at 55mA when injected with
the DBR laser at 40mA. We can notice the single mode emis-
sion resulting from the locking of the DBR and the ring.

obtained with 77mA on the SOA and 29mA on the phase mod-206

ulator. The resulting spectrum shows a main peak and a few207

side peaks 35dB lower. From this spectrum is still clear that the208

system is still not necessary locked and the three laser influence209

each other. In fact if we turn ring1 off the output spectra goes210

back to be multimode. This gives the indication that the rings211

themselves are influencing the emission of one another, even if212

in an OIL system they should be lasing in a single direction as213

proven for ring3.214

Further investigation in this system is necessary and the photodi-215

odes inside ring1 and ring2 should be monitored to understand216

if there is light travelling in the counter propagating mode of217

the laser.218

Fig. 8. Spetrum, ring1 and ring2 are injected at 80mA, the SOA
of the DBR laser is driven at 77mA and the phase modulation
section of the DBR laser is driven at 29mA. This combination
of factors has been chosen to realize optical injection in both
the rings.

4. CONCLUSIONS219

In conclusion, we have designed two photonic integrated cir-220

cuits for QKD and QPSK both based on OIL mechanism.221

The first circuit presented is composed by a DFB and a ring laser.222

We have characterized the laser’s free running behaviour. Using223

the integrated photodiodes and an optical spectrum analyzer224

we have demonstrated OIL between the two lasers, resulting225

in single mode, single direction emission. Using the DFB and226

the two photodiodes it has been possible to estimate the power227

splitting ratio of the custom MMI, in agreement with the de-228

signed specifications. This is the first experimental verification229

of monolithically integrated OIL system using ring lasers.230

The second circuit is composed of two ring lasers and a central231

DBR laser. Using OIL we want to achieve high speed modula-232

tion of the ring lasers simultaneously. We have characterized the233

identical ring lasers and DBR laser separately. We have demon-234

strated the OIL of one ring laser with the DBR laser, but when235

moving to locking both ring lasers to the master DBR laser we236

achieved partial locking only using the phase tuning section.237

In future work we want to measure the modulation bandwidth238

of both circuits and further investigate the double ring locking239

system.240
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